Conquering Cyber Risk in 3rd Party Communications

The Enterprise Content Firewall
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T H E 3 R D PA R T Y
C O M M U N I C AT I O N D I L E M M A
Trusting Untrustworthy, Yet Essential,
Business Processes
CISOs face a difficult trust dilemma when
securing essential 3rd party business processes
involving customers, suppliers, investors,
and other supply chain partners. Every day,
employees must share IP, PII, PHI, and
other sensitive content with these trusted 3rd
parties across untrusted networks, devices,
applications, and identities. For example,
a doctor referring a patient must send her
PHI-laden electronic health records to a 3rd
party clinic over the open internet. An insurer
outsourcing a promotion must deliver a million
customer and prospect contact records, full of
PII, to a marketing vendor. The scenarios, and
risks, abound.
For decades, organizations have protected core
internal systems, such as SAP, SharePoint,
Epic, and so forth, behind traditional security
layers such as identity management and
network firewalls. SaaS vendors like Salesforce
do this on our behalf. This keeps outsiders out
of internal content stores, however, 3rd party
business processes necessarily circumvent
these barriers via email, file sharing, SFTP,
MFT, mobile, and other insecure communication
channels. Every day, we are forced to transmit
our most valuable information over the riskiest
systems, including customer data, product
designs, accounting details, and legal briefs.
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N E W S O LU TIO N S N EED N E W T ECH N O LO GIES
Essential Requirements for Securing 3rd Party Communications
With sensitive information flowing around traditional security barriers, we don’t know who is
sharing what with whom, or where in the world. We can’t apply security policies consistently,
if at all. We can’t see it. We can’t protect it. And, we don’t know who has custody of our
digital assets. As a result, we’re exposed to serious breaches and compliance violations.
In response, many organizations rationalize vendors, add security requirements to RFPs, and
write liability into contracts. But let’s face it: that’s just paper. We need a technology solution,
one that safeguards the untrustworthy and streamlines the trusted. Unfortunately, given all
the various communication channels, all the various 3rd parties, and all the various types of
content, the current environment is simply too complex. The hacker only has to get lucky once;
we have to be lucky all the time. If we hope to make progress, we must simplify the problem.

content firewall

noun \ ˈkän-ˌtent ˈfī(-ə)r-ˌwȯl \

A hardened platform that consolidates content flows across communication channels to
enforce security policy and gain visibility over enterprise content shared with 3rd parties.

We should start by consolidating inbound and outbound content flows, so they can be
run uniformly through a single gauntlet of protection with adequate defense in depth.
Now the CISO and SOC have the unified, detailed visibility, security and governance
they need to detect and respond to malicious activities. Done right, consolidation
should also simplify infrastructure, improve productivity, and reduce costs.
The idea of an invisible cyber protection layer around an organization that inspects
everything coming and going isn’t new—it’s called a firewall. But, traditional
firewalls clearly aren’t getting the job done. We need a new kind of firewall!
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T H E E N T E R P R I S E C O N T E N T F I R E WA L L
Protect Communication, Not Just Traffic
Today’s firewalls do a fantastic job of protecting packets as they enter and leave the network. But they fall short for communications entering and leaving the
fuzzy edge of the enterprise. They have no real idea of who, what, where, when and how, and hence no real concept of trust beyond IAM. We need a new kind
of firewall that employs these factors to protect the communication, not just the traffic: a content firewall. A content firewall that enables a good actor to share
confidential information with confidence, and prevents a bad or careless actor from creating a breach or compliance violation.
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The earliest firewalls became a necessity
when organizations began exposing internal
networks to the public internet—and hackers.
Security architects could not keep up with
hardening hundreds of devices. An intruder
only had to find one weak system in order
to break into the enterprise. Technologists
responded by consolidating all traffic through
a single security device at the edge of the
data center, a network firewall, thus enabling
the connected enterprise.

A decade later, retail and banking web
applications exposed businesses to a
new range of attacks, including crosssite scripting and SQL injection. Now a
lucky hacker could find a coding flaw in a
single web field and breach a bank. The
solution: consolidate all application requests
and responses through a web application
firewall (WAF). It exhaustively examines and
secures every request and field exposed to
the outside world, thus making the Web safe
for online commerce.

Today, hackers intercept and manipulate
3rd party communications to infiltrate the
enterprise and steal content. Conversely,
insiders routinely circumvent security to
share sensitive content with 3rd parties.
Data breaches, both intentional and
unintentional, can lead to massive losses
and fines. We need a content firewall that
consolidates content flows and examines
every transaction. It applies security policies,
traces custody of the information, and
provides security analytics, thus enabling
safe 3rd party communications.

Traffic & Topology
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C R E AT E O R D E R
OUT OF CHAOS
Consolidate 3rd Party
Communication Channels
The security team that attempts to secure 3rd
party communications faces a chaotic state
of affairs. Consider a typical large firm with
SFTP servers around the world, multiple email
domains due to acquisitions, and legacy MFT
solutions. Add in departmental deployments of
cloud file sharing and email encryption tools—
not to mention unsanctioned consumer apps—
and getting control is practically impossible.
Clearly, we can’t chase down and secure every
individual 3rd party communication as it enters
or exits the fuzzy perimeter. We need order,
simplicity, and economies of scale.
Just as network firewalls eliminated the chaos
by consolidating protection of networks, and
WAFs did so by consolidating protection of web
apps, a content firewall needs to consolidate
protection of content by consolidating content
flows across all the various communication
channels. A consolidated content flow of
all 3rd party communications would enable
uniform visibility, security, and governance, and
ultimately simplified security infrastructure—
and significantly reduced risk.
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I F Y O U C A N ’ T S E E I T, Y O U C A N ’ T D E F E N D I T
Ensure Total Visibility Across All 3rd Party Communications
No news is not good news — not for a CISO. It’s a lack of visibility into the
attacks we know are happening someplace in the enterprise we’re expected
to protect. We just can’t see the threats, especially in the chaos of 3rd party
communications. By consolidating content flows, a content firewall enables
total visibility to the who, what, where, when and how of all content entering
and leaving the firm, so we can see the threat before it becomes a breach.
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A content firewall allows us to inspect every transaction, so we can examine
all the relevant variables in a complete, normalized syslog. We can correlate
across all communication channels to identify complex attack signatures,
such as a set of phishing emails, multiple failed SFTP logins, and a malware
upload to a shared folder. With clean, normalized data, SIEM and AI algorithms
can deliver accurate, timely alerts. And investigation and remediation, so
dependent on detailed data, become more immediate and more effective.

THE ENTERPRISE
C O N T E N T F I R E WA L L
IN ACTION
Blocking malware and
locking out the attacker
A content firewall notified the SOC
that it quarantined an inbound file
after an advanced threat prevention
(ATP) scan detected malware. A SOC
engineer investigated, deleted the
file, and informed the sender. The
same user sent four more malwareladen files over the next 3 weeks, too
spread apart for analysts to notice
the common source. However, an
algorithm in the content firewall
triggered, locked the user account,
and alerted the SOC of the suspicious
user ID. The SOC analyst determines
the user ID belongs to a 3rd party
partner. Working with the partner,
she discovers that the account is
compromised, and immediately
begins remediation.
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R I S K Y 3 R D PA R T Y B U S I N E S S P R O C E S S E S D E S E R V E Z E R O T R U S T
Centralize Security for Confidentiality, Compliance, and Control
Visibility alone is not enough. We need security and governance that unfailingly
blocks bad actors, while enabling legitimate business. A content firewall
centralizes security across communication channels, providing the necessary
economies of scale to apply defense in depth at the transaction level. The tighter
the control, the less lucky the hacker.
With a single content flow to protect, a content firewall can be engineered to the
highest standards of encryption, hardening, and vulnerability management. It can
centrally enforce consistent policies, eliminating errors and reducing overhead.
And it can apply best-in-class security filters, such as AV, DLP, and ATP at a
single point of integration to quarantine suspicious content reliably and efficiently.
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A content firewall enables fine-tuned control over each transaction based
on detailed contextual knowledge. It can restrict download rights based
on sender and recipient identity, role, and domain. It can require additional
authentication factors for a particular device or location. It can block a file
based on its sensitivity rating, quarantine it based on malware scan results,
or forward it for management approval when it contains PHI. A content
firewall must leverage existing enterprise IAM for employees, and enforce
least privilege access by default. It should also provide specialized user
management for 3rd parties, who aren’t in corporate IAM and have different
compliance policies.

THE COUNTLESS
S AV I N G S O F S I M P L I C I T Y
One Platform, Many Channels

A content firewall not only enables security, it also simplifies
infrastructure, administration, and user experience, resulting in
lower costs, less overhead, and higher productivity. A content
firewall simplifies infrastructure when we combine multiple 3rd
party communication applications onto one platform. Today,
most organizations have separate infrastructure for secure mail,
secure file sharing, MFT, and each SFTP server. Now we can
consolidate these compute and storage resources – and licenses
– to lower costs.
A content firewall reduces overhead because the administrator
implements security policies, user roles, and compliance reporting
just once to cover all channels. It lets a single admin configure a
single integration with LDAP, SSO, NTP, DLP, and backup, and
centralizes vulnerability and SLA management. If we need to write
a custom integration, we only need to build, test, and maintain a
single instance.
A content firewall also simplifies the user experience, raising
productivity even as it reduces risk. It secures email over
mainstream email services, avoiding the need to deploy and
train users on a specialty secure email product. It makes legacy
content sources securely accessible to a sales person in a distant
airport, who in turn shares it with 3rd parties without exposing the
data source. Similarly, it adds a layer of protection, compliance,
and self-service to cloud storage, SFTP, MFT, web forms, chat,
and other channels. Users access each secure communication
channel through a transparent gateway, or as a simple button or
panel plugged seamlessly into their daily workflow.
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PU T TIN G IT A L L TO GE T H ER
Protecting 3rd Party Communications at a Hospital
Hospital CISOs must meet privacy regulations like HIPAA and protect electronic health records
(EHR) coveted by cybercriminals. A content firewall addresses these challenges with HIPAAlevel controls and audit capabilities over a wide variety of communication channels. It can free
up medical personnel with secure versions of familiar technologies: mobile devices, email, and
file sharing. Meanwhile, it can ensure that same level of security and compliance as we sustain
and modernize back office processes using standards like SFTP and MFT. It can centralize
policy administration and monitor for all deviations to ensure complete control over the most
sensitive communications as they enter and leave the organization.

Nurse and Clinic: The hospital refers a patient to a doctor at a 3rd party clinic, so the nurse
must send the patient’s electronic health records over the open internet. By attaching the
records to an email using a content firewall, the nurse ensures the records are encrypted and
secured per HIPAA or other regulations. The content firewall automatically creates an audit trail
proving the clinic has custody of the electronic records.
Regulator: The hospital uses secure, HIPAA-compliant SFTP, protected by a content firewall,
to upload required regulatory reports to government agencies.
Doctor and Patient: A new diabetes patient has begun self-injecting insulin, so the doctor
wants photos of his blood sugar meter readings 4 times per day. She creates a content
firewall folder for his case, and sends a HIPAA-compliant upload invitation to him. Each time
he checks his blood sugar, he securely uploads a photo of the meter to the case folder. The
doctor receives the photos in the patient’s case folder, preventing inadvertent leaks or mixing of
information between patients.
EMS Service: Paramedics use secure online forms to provide case information required by the
hospital, state, and federal policies. The content firewall protects the information, and provides
the audit trail required by HIPAA and other regulations.
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Executive Summary
To do their jobs, employees must share IP, PII, PHI, and all means of sensitive content with customers, suppliers, partners
and a broad ecosystem of trusted 3rd parties. However, they put the organization at risk when they communicate across
untrusted devices, networks, applications and identities. How can you prevent breaches and compliance violations from
everyday 3rd party communications when you can’t even see what’s going on? This eBook explores the need for a nextgeneration “enterprise content firewall” that rises above packets and traffic to inspect content and communication, and
thereby ensure confidentiality, compliance and control of risky 3rd party business processes.
About Accellion
The Accellion Kiteworks® content firewall prevents data breaches and compliance violations from sensitive 3rd party cyber
communications. With Accellion, CIOs and CISOs gain complete visibility, compliance and control over IP, PII, PHI, and
other sensitive content across all 3rd party communication channels, including email, file sharing, mobile, enterprise apps,
web portals, SFTP, and automated inter-business workflows.
Accellion has protected more than 25 million end users at more than 3,000 global corporations and government agencies,
including NYC Health + Hospitals; KPMG; Kaiser Permanente; AVL; American Automobile Association (AAA); The Linde
Group; Tyler Technologies; and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST).
For more information please visit www.accellion.com or call (650) 249-9544. Follow Accellion on LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Accellion’s Blog.
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